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Weather monitoring system 

 

 For this project, I will use my homework 4 as basement, and use 2 sensors (temperature 

sensor and humidity sensor) to calculate the condition of the weather. Once the system 

detects the weather is not normal (like too cold or too humid), then the system will send 

emergency message to the user, and if the user wants to know what are the solutions to 

face these kinds of weather, the user can click on a button “I want to know more”, then this 

system will send suggestions to the user. 

 To make this system works, we need 6 kinds of components just like homework 4: 2 

kinds of input sensor processors, SIS Server, GUI, PrjRemote, a monitor and a uploader. Frist, 

the temperature sensor and humidity sensor will send the collected data to the processors 

continuously, and all these data will be sent to the weather monitor as messages, this 

monitor will collect the data can judge whether the weather is normal. If the weather is 

normal, then it will send a normal message to the SIS Server, and then this message will 

show on the GUI. But once the weather is not normal, then the monitor will send different 

kinds of emergency messages to the SIS Server, which correspond to the weather. The user 

will get this emergency message, and in the meantime, the uploader will also get this 

message and send it to a website. This website will keep tracking of those abnormal weather 

and the time. Once the user gets the emergency message, the user can send a message “I 

want to know more” to the SIS Server, and then the SIS Server will send suggestions to the 

user. 

 So like homework 4, now we need to define the component and the messages. Besides 

all basic components we like GUI and PrjRemote, we need 2 more basic components which 

are the input processors, they will send Read_temperature or Read_humidity messages to 

the input sensor and send Temperature or Humidity messages to the SIS Server, and those 

messages are also reading messages. Then the monitors will also send Monitor_temperature 

and Monitor_humidity to SIS Server to get those information and judge the weather. Once 

the weather is abnormal, the Monitor will pass a emergency message Emergency to SIS 

Server (and there are different types of messages), this Emergency messages will both sent 

to GUI and uploader. For uploader, it will send this Emergency message to a web site, and 

for GUI, if the user click on button “I want to know more”, then GUI will send a reading 

message to SIS Server, then SIS Server will return suggestions to GUI. 

 For now, I am choosing the suitable sensor for PC, and next step will be creating input 

processor to get the data sent by sensors. Once those works has been done, then we will 

create component just like homework 4 and get those components I need for the project. 


